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Eternal Sharpener – A Rotational Haptic Display that Records and
Replays the Sensation of Sharpening a Pencil
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It is a situation of sharpening a pencil.
The pencil sharpener is obviously comfortable and has
addictiveness. Moreover, it seems possible to achieve the
virtual pencil sharpener by using 1 DOF haptic display. The
1 DOF rotational haptic displays were used in many
previous researches including Maclean et al.[6], in which
doorknob was taken as an example.
Our goals of the project are composed of following three
steps. One is to replay the sharpening experience by a haptic
display. Another is to quantify the addictiveness of the
sensation, The other is to find principle of the addictiveness
associated with haptic experience.
Anticipating the above goals, this paper focuses on the
construction of a system that records and replays the
sensation of a pencil sharpener.

Abstract— This paper proposes a simple 1 DOF rotational
haptic display that achieves endless sharpening of a pencil.
Many haptic applications have been proposed to present
shapes, elasticity, viscosity, and other physical properties of the
environment. While these are important to support many tasks
such as teleoperation and computer aided design, we focus on
the use of haptic display for amusement. We paid special
attention to the feeling of “addictive comfortableness” induced
by haptic stimulation. We take “pencil sharpener” as a typical
example, because it is obviously comfortable and has
addictiveness. Moreover, the mechanism is relatively simple
because the sensation could be generated through 1 DOF
haptic display. In this paper, we recorded force and sound of
the real pencil sharpener and replayed the sharpening
sensation through a haptic display.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

were many proposals of haptic devices. A typical
product Cyber Grasp and Cyber Force [1] present a
sense of touch to the fingers or a forearm, while bar type or
spherical handles are used to convey haptic information in
PHANToM [2] and SPIDAR[3]. Applications of the haptic
display ranges from teleoperation and telesurgery [4] to
CAD and entertainment.
We pay special attention to the application of haptic display
to the field of entertainment. Although the haptic devices
were used as “a part of” entertainment, such as a game pad, a
joystick and a shock wear, it seems that there were very few
proposal of entertainment that haptic display plays major
role.
Yohan et al. [5]paid attention to the affectivity that is an
important characteristic of the sense of touch. The concept of
“Haptic Affect” will be promising haptic displays.
However, although affectivity will be an important aspect of
haptic sensation, it seems that there is something that is more
primitive, that is not affective, but is addictive. Music
provides a good analogy to understand the difference
between the two. The most primitive music is composed of
pure rhythm, which is not affective, but is addictive. The
first entertainment application that is solely composed of
haptic display will be such thing.
We looked for the situation that is comfortable and
addictive haptically in our daily life, and found one example.
HERE

II. STRATEGY: RECORD AND PLAYBACK

T

audio and haptic. Naturally the audio signal will be
played by a speaker, while the haptic signal will be
generated by a DC motor.
The problem is how to mimic the behavior of a pencil
sharpener. Common technique to achieve the behavior is to
use physical model. However, it is obviously difficult to
express the behavior of a pencil sharpener by using a usual
spring mass dumping model, because dominant factor is
friction induced by internal knife and pencil.
There is other proposed method to model the behavior of
the contact phenomenon that is not purely modeled by
simple physical properties[7]. The method is basically a
curve fitting of a real recorded data by a function with four
parameters, position, speed, acceleration and time. In this
case, the “model” already does not have physical entity, but
still it is quite a practical solution. However, in the situation
of pencil sharpener, the vibration frequency range is so wide
that this method does not work well. Currently, we do not
find standard method for modeling a situation that includes
wide frequency range, such as a pencil sharpener.
As another approach for record & playback, Hashimoto [8]
had succeeded in adapting a simple method for his SUI
(straw-like-user interface) system. The SUI is composed of
straw, attached with electric valve and speaker, to enjoy the
sensation of drinking. In the recording phase, the sound
generated by drinking behavior was recorded a number of
times, with varying sucking intensity. In the replaying phase,
the recorded soundtracks are switched in real time according
to the sucking pressure, which realized natural sensation of
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HE device construct must display two types of sensation,
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drinking with quite simple method.
We use the same technique as a first step. It is necessary to
collect the vibration signal with different speed. But as the
structure of the pencil sharpener is rotational, we will need to
record data from only once cycle rotation.

The audio speaker used to display sound was a standard
product.
B. Recording experiment
The input data obtained from sharpening a pencil consisted
of the sharpening force and angular velocity. This was used
to recreate the sharpening sensation by measuring these
elements. The resulting sound was also recorded.
Fig. 3 shows the mechanism used to record the
characteristic vibration and sound generated by sharpening a
pencil. The rotatable handle of the device was connected
with the rotatable handle of a real pencil sharpener. Both
were affixed to a ground, and tightly connected by paper
tape.
The recording was made by actually sharpening a pencil
while passing an electric current through the motor. The
motor’s refresh rate and measured frequency was 5 kHz. The
pencil was a Uni-star (hardness HB, Mitsubishi pencil
Corp.). The motor’s velocity and current was measured
while keeping the motor's angular velocity constant by PID
control. In this experiment, it was expected that the electric
current which passed through the motor would equal the
rotating force of pencil sharpener’s handle.

Fig. 1 Prototype device

Fig. 2 System configuration

III. EXPERIMENT
A. System configuration
As described in section II, we need two systems, a recorder
and a player. Of course we could record the input force by
utilizing rigid motor and torque sensor, but that would be
beyond the intended scale of this project. For this study, we
manufactured a simple device which recorded and replayed
data.
Fig. 1 depicts the prototype device and Fig. 2 illustrates
the system used to record and present the sensation of
sharpening a pencil.
The knob’s axis is connected to the motor’s axis. The
handle of the knob could be rotated circularly. The motor
used to estimate reaction force and vibration sensation was a
10W DC Motor which was attached to an encoder (MAXON
Corp.). The motor driver was a JW-143-2 (Okatech Corp.)
which supplied high current to motor. The encoder board
and DA board was PCI-6205C, PCI-3523A (Interface Corp.).
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Fig. 3 Experimental figure: Each device is connected by paper tape. Both
are affixed to the surface

Fig. 4 Recorded sound

Fig.5 Position of the motor’s angle through time
Fig. 8 Vibration sensation domain

Fig. 6Results of the measured current
Fig.9 Acoustic sensation domain

Fig. 4 shows a graph of the sound generated by sharpening.
The sampling frequency was 44100Hz. As indicated byFig.
5, the motor rotated at a constant velocity. The motor’s
angular velocity was 78.9 rpm. Fig. 6 shows the measured
current data. This is an example of one rotation cycle.

Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows the divided domains.
Next, utilization of the three domains was used to present
the sharpening sensation. The main tactile sensation of the
pencil sharpener is primarily generated by high frequency,
while the element of reaction force is low frequency.
Initially, only the tactile sensation was presented through
use of the vibration domain and the acoustic domain (Fig.
10). An examinee tested the output device and subsequently
commented that the tactile sensation was closely
approximated real pencil sharpener but stated that it lacked
the sound and reaction force of a real pencil sharpener.

C. Output
The recording of the measured current displayed various
frequencies. For modeling the sharpening sensation, it was
necessary to determine which frequency domains cause the
sensation felt when sharpening a pencil. Then, the domains
were divided into three main sensation areas.
1) Force sensation domain(DC-to-50 Hz)
2) Vibration sensation domain(50 Hz-to-1 kHz)
3) Acoustic sensation domain(over 1 kHz)
In this experiment, we output the sensation by adjusting the
gain in each frequency domain.

Fig. 10 Figure of output experiment

Next, recorded sound and the force sensation domain, as

Fig. 1 Force sensation domain
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seen Fig. 4 and Fig. 7 , were added. The examinee
commented that the sound lacked realism, and reaction force
did not have a pencil sharpener’s random nature. The sound
and reaction force require further improvement.
IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

I

N this paper, the use of a rotational system has been
proposed to present a novel haptic sensation. It was found
that a rotational haptic display could use recorded data to
present the sensation of sharpening a pencil.
In this simulation, experiment data was obtained at one
angular velocity. However, for displaying a more realistic
sensation, a state of all angular velocities should be
measured to accommodate user's variable velocity input
data.
For future works, the random nature of pencil sharpeners
will be investigated to present a more accurate simulation.
The realism of the sound needs improvement as well.
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